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Map your own adventure. Vancouver & Whistler Day by Day is the perfect answer for travelers who

want to know the best places to visit and the best way to see the city. Packed with color photos, this

bestselling guide offers dozens of itineraries that show you how to see the best ofÃ‚Â Vancouver &

Whistler in a short time--with bulleted maps that lead the way from sight to sight. Featuring a full

range of thematic and neighborhood tours, plus dining, lodging, shopping, nightlife, and practical

visitor info, Vancouver & Whistler Day by Day is the only guide that helps travelers organize their

time to get the most out of a trip. Inside this book you'll find:  Full color throughout with hundreds of

photos and dozens of maps Sample one- to three-day itineraries that include Vancouver's best art

and architecture, the best places to take kids, and the city's best foodie havens Star ratings for all

hotels, restaurants, and attractions clue readers in on great finds and values Tear-resistant foldout

map in a handy, reclosable plastic wallet Foldout front cover, with at-a-glance maps and

quick-reference info
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17 Self-guided Tours. 27 Maps. One Great Trip. At last, a travel guide that tells you how to see the

best of everythingÃ¢â‚¬â€•in the smartest, most time-efficient way.   The best of Vancouver &

Whistler in one, two, or three days   Thematic tours for every interest, schedule, and taste   Walking

tours of the city's best-loved neighborhoods   Hundreds of evocative photos   Bulleted maps that

show you how to get from place to place   Hotels, restaurants, shopping, and nightlife for all budgets



  A tear-resistant foldout mapÃ¢â‚¬â€•enclosed in a handy plastic wallet you can also use for tickets

and souvenirs   Find news, deals, apps, and expert advice,plus connect with other travelers at

Frommers.com

Remy Scalza (remyscalza.com) is an independent journalist and editor whose work has appeared in

The New York Times, National Geographic Traveler, The Washington Post, and elsewhere. An

inveterate traveler, who has logged years in South America, Australia, and Europe, he writes on

subjects ranging from travel to business and science, with an emphasis on overlooked stories and

unusual angles. Remy is also an award-winning photographer who shoots the images that

accompany many of his stories. When not on assignment, heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s day hiking near his home in

Vancouver or playing classic Brazilian bossa nova on guitar. He can be found on Twitter

@RemyScalza.

I always like to carry a pocket guide on trips, and this one was a good one. I ate at several of the

recommended restaurants, stayed at a recommended hotel, and went to nearly every one of the

"top 10 places to visit." A handy dandy guide.

help a lot in my travel.

I love the frommers day by day travel books! Great size to slip in a purse or backpack. great options.

I have used it for Paris, Rome, Venice, Philadelphia.
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